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am	 a	 Senior	 English	 and	 Linguistics	 major.	 I	
participated	 in	 the	 Gaines	 Fellowship	 and	 the	
Honors	 Program.	 I	 received	 the	 John	 Spalding	
Gatton	 Provost’s	 Scholarship	 in	 the	 Arts	 and	 Sci-
ences	 and	 was	 inducted	 into	 Phi	 Beta	 Kappa.	 Next	
year	 I	 will	 teach	 English	 as	 a	 Second	 Language	 in	
a	 small	 town	 in	 Austria	 via	 the	 Fulbright	 Program.
Abstract 
A	recurrent	theme	in	the	philosophy	of	Friedrich	
Nietzsche	 is	 his	 imperative	 that	we	must	 create	
ourselves.	Though	this	theme	of	self-creation	runs	
throughout	 	 the	entirety	of	his	published	works,	
Nietzsche	 neither	 fully	 articulates	 in	 one	 place	
the	processes	and	guidelines	by	which	such	self-
creation	could	occur,	nor	does	he	fully	resolve	the	
paradoxes	 inherent	 in	 this	 concept.	 This	 paper	
attempts	to	distill	from	these	fragments	a	coherent	
interpretation	of	 both	how	we	 can	 and	why	we	
should,	despite	(or,	paradoxically,	because	of)	our	





























Professor, Department of  Philosophy
Mr.	 Andrew	 Crown-Weber’s	 essay,	 “Autopoesis:	 Self-Creation	 in	
Nietzsche,”	 was	 easily	 the	 best	 and	 most	 original	 essay	 I	 have	 re-
ceived	 from	 any	 of	 my	 undergraduate	 students	 in	 several	 years.	
He	 wrote	 the	 essay	 as	 a	 term	 paper	 for	 my	 class	 on	 “Nietzsche:	
First	to	Last,”	and	the	paper	reveals	a	sophisticated	and	broad	grasp	not	
just	of	Nietzsche’s	 entire	 corpus	 (an	 impressive	enough	 feat	 in	 its	own	
right),	 but	 also	 of	 the	 difficult	 issues	 and	 problems	 that	 surround	 the	
favorite	Nietzschean	 injunction	 to	“become	who	you	are.”	 	Mr.	Crown-
Weber	does	a	fine	 job	of	 sorting	out	 and	criticizing	 the	 implications	of	
both	 the	 “essentialist”	 and	 “existentialist”	 theories	of	 self-hood,	 and	he	
demonstrates	 convincingly	 that	Nietzsche	actually	adheres	most	 closely	












with	 a	nuanced	 response	 to	 several	 anticipated	objections	 to	 the	 same.	
Finally,	this	essay	is	a	pleasure	to	read.		It	is	artfully	composed	and	
beautifully	written.		










We	 face	 our	 first	 contradiction	 when	 looking	 at	
Nietzsche’s	view	of	the	self.	At	first	blush	he	seems	
to	give	both	an	 ‘essentialist’	and	an	 ‘existentialist’	
























































Nietzsche’s	 view	 differs	 from	 the	 prototypical	
existentialist	account	of	the	self,	embodied	in	Sartre’s	
philosophy.	 For	 Sartre,	we	 choose	what	we	 become	
and	are	 therefore	 responsible	 for	 every	aspect	of	our	
becoming,	of	our	self.	 	Nietzsche	does	not	 take	such	











that	Brian	Leiter	 raises	 a	 paradox	 that	 questions	 the	
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You	have	 to	believe	 in	 fate…	what	 then	
grows	out	of	this	belief	in	your	case	—	coward-
ice,	resignation	or	frankness	and	magnanimity	




This	 quote	 suggests	 that	 the	 important	 question	
is	 not	 whether	 or	 not	 we	 have	 autonomy,	 but	 how	
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M.C. Escher’s “Drawing Hands” 




Through	 the	 process	 of	 self-overcoming	we	will	
become	a	new	self.	However,	this	does	not	mean	that	
our	self-overcoming	has	achieved,	or	even	can	achieve,	






















whole,	partake	 in	your	 guiding	 taste,	 your	 “unity	of	
artistic	style”	(UM,	5).	However	we	have	one	hulking	
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event	 reverberate	 with	 eternal	 significance	 because	
we	have	only	this	life	to	shape	the	wet	cement	of	our	
existence	before	it	sets	for	eternity.













of	 those	who	make	 things	beautiful”	(GS,	276):	 that	
is,	a	creator.










Have	you	ever	 said	Yes	 to	a	 single	 joy?	
O	my	friends,	then	you	have	said	Yes	too	to	












door	 to	Nietzsche’s	 conception	of	 redemption:	 “The	





When	 we	 attain	 a	 new	 way	 of	 life	 through	 the	

















































The	 hallmark	 of	 narcissism	 is	 excessive	 self-re-
flection;	 this	was	 literally	what	 entranced	Narcissus.	
Nietzsche	 attacked	 excessive	 self-reflection	 not	 only	
on	the	grounds	delineated	above,	i.e.,	that	it	can	freeze	



























































the	 self-satisfied,	 self-creative	 individual	 does	 not	
‘bring	others	down’	but	instead	not	only	spares	others	
shame	 (GS,	74),	but	potentially	 ‘raises	others	up’	by	
providing	 them	an	example	of	a	 liberated	 individual,	










Secondly,	 the	 self-creative	 individual’s	 path	 to	
self-creation	is	by	no	means	entirely	an	‘internal’	affair.	
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way	 the	 cause	 of	 other	 actions,	 decisions,	 thoughts,	
that	everything	that	happens	is	inextricably	knotted	to	
everything	 that	will	happen,	one	 comes	 to	 recognize	
the	existence	of	an	actual	immortality,	that	of	motion”	














from	which	we	observe	 them.	 	 Science,	 freewill	 and	
other	 treasured	 concepts	 are,	 ultimately,	 “necessary	



























as	 possible,	 though	 ultimate	 attainment	 will	 always	
elude	it.
Our	worldview	 is	 intimately	 connected	with	 our	
morality	 and	 ourselves.	All	 three	 interpenetrate	 and	
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but	 one	who	draws	out	 from	his	 students	 their	 own	
unique	potentials.
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